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A number of funny things that you can do at school!
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1 - 1-6

1. Randomly come up to someone and start talking about your favorite anime show.2. Explain the origin
of Inuyasha to your Imaginary friend while walking down the hallways.3. Go to the "populars" and shout.
"DIE EVIL DEMONS OF ( evil anime villain here) DIE!"4. Bring your Naruto headband and gloves to
school. If your teacher tells you to take them off say you can''t and they are a symbol of your
Shinobi-hood.Guys only:5. Bring makeup to school go to the bathroom and give yourself Sesshomaru
markings. If you see someone you hate call them Inuyasha and say they are a dirty halfbreed.6.
Makeup- Naraku- and when people ask you why say they have insulted you and you must crush their
heart. I might make more.



2 - Mostly Inuyasha

girls:7.Dress up like Kagome repeatedly yell sit at people you hate. 8.tell people your boyfriend is a wolf
demon and he and his pack eat every human beside the people you tell them not to. 9.Tell them you are
a human eating demon and that you hide your real appearance. 10. If they ask you to show them say
that you don''t want your instincts to take control or you might kill everyone. 11. Tell them you are
Kagura the wind witch, put a marker spider on your back and show it off in the girls room. All
gender:12.Wear a glove to school-just one on your left hand- If (by a student) you are asked to remove it
take it off and scream "wind tunnel!" 13.pretend you are talking to Inuyasha at
lunch.  14. Bring FA pictures to school say "isn''t he hot? Shippo is soo cute! and I love this
sword repeatedly." 



3 - 15-19

15. Start  to teach the class if the teacher tells you that you are to young to teach complain that Negi got
to teach when he was ten. 16. Bring a long stick to school. Say it is a staff given to you by your father.
And you can use it to fly. 17. Bring a cape to school, insist you are a vampire. 18. Recite the giga-slain
spell. 19. Bring a flash light in a sword sheath. Tell people it is the sword of light. 



4 - 20-32

20. Randomly jump up and scream, " I HATE KIKYO"
21. Sit and ask "Who was the freak who was yelling?'
22. Bring a Teddy Bear to school say that you are watching it for kid-Gaara
23. When your teacher ask you a question stare at them for a while and then yell, "It's demonic aura is
too strong!"
24. Answer the question
25. Stand up in the middle of class, start to sing the Theme song from One Piece.
26. Go to your Reading class. Ask if the class can start reading graphic novels.
27. Insist that Monkey D. Luffy should be an important part of Social Studies.
28. When talking about deserts Tell every one that the Shukaku sand demon is your boyfriend.
29. If you are asked about what happened to to the vicious wolf demon boyfriend say that things never
worked out and he now had a fiance.
30. Bring a small wooden puppet to school, tell everyone that Kasori (Kankuro's puppet)  hired you to
babysit.
31. Tell everyone Kiba ad Akamaru gave you fleas.
32. Tell everyone Kisame is your swimming teacher
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